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Biotechnology Regulation
Henry I. Miller's Policy Forum about reinventing biotechnology regulation (16 Dec.,
p. 1815) asserts most persuasively that a
product should be assessed by what it is and
what it can do and not how it was created.
Analogously, we evaluate scientific hypotheses and theories on their predictive consequences and not on how they were conceived. Applying that ideal to biotechnology, however, is problematic in several respects. First, unlike in the case of chemicals,
it is impractical and too costly to specify
precisely the chemical structure (genomic
and phenotypic) of an organism. Modifying
an inert chemical structure and modifying
an organism are two very different things.
Therefore, it is not surprisingthat there has
been considerable debate and discussion
about how to evaluate the product of genetic modification and whether its potential
risks should be given priority over the native organism or over classical methods of
hybridization.
Second, the regulatory system that we
have adopted to evaluate the risks of
chemicals, whatever its shortcomings, has
developed over half a century. A new
molecule, whether in a drug or a pesticide,
however it is constructed, can be precisely
characterizedand is subject to canonical toxicological testing. No standardizedtests are
available for genetically modified plants and
microorganisms, as the traits of potential
concem are too varied. We may be interested in whether a newly introduced organism
outcompetes an indigenous strain or whether
a plant that has been modified with herbicide resistance releases the resistance plasmid to local weeds. Of course, without specificity and without standard tests we could
still treat all organisms alike regardless of
how they came to be. Is the fact that we can
move genes around more easily and with
greater specificity with recombinant DNA
techniques a reason to place a higher regulatory burden on such a process?
In the area of regulation, practical choices are frequently made because of the limitation of funds. Under the insecticide and
food protection acts, we regulate newly introduced chemicals more rigorously than
those that were in use before the passage of
the law. Under the Environmental Protection Agency's current standards, the plant
growth regulator Alar would not have been
approved, not because of politics but because of its toxicological profile. Miller may
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be correctaboutdangerousproductscoming
fromclassicalgenetics.Therehas and there
shouldcontinueto be concernaboutcrosses
between wild varieties and domesticated
crops.No one doubtsthat some dangerous
berriesand mushroomscan be producedby
classicalhybridization.But those processes
took time and are now being surpassedby
techniquesthat can get productsto market
faster and with a false sense of security,
preciselybecauseof the hubrisinvolved in
the untested idea that we are better at
predictingthe outcome.
SheldonKrimsky
Department
of Urbanand
Environmental
Policy,
Tufts University,
Medford,MA 02155, USA
.

AIDS Proposal
In 1991, we, the Group for the Scientific
Reappraisal of the HIV/AIDS Hypothesis,
became dissatisfied with the state of the
evidence that the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) did, in fact, cause AIDS.
Specifically, we have proposed that researchers independent of the HIV establishment should audit the Centers for Disease
Control's records of AIDS cases, bearing in
mind that the correlation of HIV with
AIDS, upon which the case for HIV causation rests, is itself an artifact of the definition of AIDS. Since 1985, exactly the same
diseases or conditions have been defined as
"AIDS" when antibodies are present or presumed to be present, and as "non-AIDS"
when HIV and antibodies are absent. Independent professional groups such as the Society of Actuaries should be invited to nominate members for an independent commission to investigate the following question:
How frequently do AIDS-defining diseases
(or low T cell counts) occur in the absence
of HIV? Until we have a definition of AIDS
that is independent of HIV, the supposed
correlation of HIV and AIDS is a mere
tautology.
Other independent researchers should
examine the validity of the so-called "AIDS
tests," especially when these tests are used
in Africa and Southern Asia, to see if they
reliably record the presence of antibodies,
let alone live and replicating virus.
The bottom line is this: the skeptics are
eager to see the results of independent sci945

entific testing.Those who upholdthe HIV
"partyline" have so farrefused.We object.
Eleen Baumann
Tom Bethell
HarveyBialy
Peter H. Duesberg
Celia Farber
CharlesL. Geshekter
Phillip E. Johnson
RobertW. Maver
Russell Schoch
GordonT. Stewart
RichardC. Strohman
CharlesA. ThomasJr.
For theGroupfor theScientific
Reappraisal
of theHIVIAIDSHypothesis,
7514 GirardAvenue,No. I-331,
LaJolla,CA 92037, USA
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The idea that Calakmulwas the capital
of a powerfulstate rivalingTikal (T. Appenzeller, "Clashing Maya superpowers
emerge from a new analysis,"Research
News, 4 Nov., p 733) is not new. It was
advanced and published 21 years ago in
Scienceby Joyce Marcus(1). It was later
confirmedby William J. Folan of the AutonomousUniversityof Campeche,Mexico, during 15 years of archaeologicalresearchat Calakmul.
In 1972, most Mayanists considered
Tikal the sole "capital"of the lowland
Maya.In 1973, Marcuspointedout that at
least three other Maya cities-Copan,
Palenque, and Calakmul (whose emblem
glyphshe identified)-were listed as equals
to Tikal on stelaeat Copanand Seibal.She
pointed out in later publications that
Calakmulhad the largestnumberof carved
Mayan Archaeology
stelae of any Mayasite and that its emblem
One of the most importantprinciples in
glyphwas mentionedmoreoften than that
science is that of the priority of ideas. of any other Mayacity (2).
We need to know who proposedan idea,
Most significantly, Marcus discovered
who supportedor opposed it, and when that the secondarycenters below Calakit was ultimately accepted or rejected. mul (places such as Sasilha, Oxpemul,
That is one of the reasons that Science Altamira, Uxul, and Naachtuin) were
ends its articles with phrases like "[ims spacedalmost equidistantfromeach other
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and fromCalakmul,formingwhat geographers call a "k-7 administrativelattice."
Such a lattice clearlyindicatesthat Calakmul was the "centralplace" of a powerful
state, one which held sway even over cities as large and important as Naachtuin
and Uxul.
On the basis of Marcus'findings, and
with the support of the National Geographic Society, Folan began in 1982 a
long-term research project at Calakmul.
He and his collaboratorssoon discovered
that the city was much largerthan expected and had a density of structureshigher
than that of Tikal (3). Folanalso extended
his surveysoutwardtowardthe secondary
urbancenters which made up Calakmul's
administrative lattice, finding incontrovertible evidence linking them to Calakmul. In fact, it was partly as a result of
Folan'sdiscoveriesthat the Mexican government recently spent millions of pesos
reconstructingCalakmulas a majortourist
attraction.Folan and Marcuscontinue to
collaborateon a studyof Calakmuland its
satellite cities.
Kent V. Flannery
Museumof Anthropology,
Universityof Michigan,
Ann Arbor,MI 18109-1079, USA

